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- Contracting and Subcontracting associated with the construction: page 1 lines 13 - 14; places 
an intrusive administrative mandate on the number and variety of contractors as well as the 
sub contractors participating in a project. Seems to remove any competitiveness which leads 
to effective bidding 

- Performance of. . . purchasing of anv materials: page 1 lines 17 - 19; become very muddled 
in regards to enforcement guidelines not only during performance of project, but also in the 
'"purchasing of materials, equipment or any other supplies for the use of the borough" This 
language raises the question if the sources or providers from which any materials, equipment 
or any supplies used for a project need to comply with the binding policies developed by 
council. Or does the borough need to expand their policies to cover these supplier enterprises 
as well? 

- Established Procurement standards in The Borough Code: page 2 lines 1 - 6; subsection (b) 
stands in conflict with current Art XIV Section 1402 sub (d) which delineates those 
procurements and contracts where, due to the nature of the item to be procured, the bidding 
process is unnecessary. This includes: professional services, borough owned utilities, 
intergovernmental and mu1 ti-municipal contracts. 

- Contractor Compliance mandate: page 2 lines 3 - 6; under proposed subsection (b) in these 

cited lines, a contractor will be stipulated to promote the governmental interest in submitting 
a bid. This will lessen those who seek to win a bid award by keeping administrative costs 
down. In addition, should the contractor agree to "promote, increase and sushn" onIy those 
who meet guidelines might the potential for insider abuse arise? 

- Definitions: page 2 lines 5 - 6 Lidisadvantaged businesses" page 3 lines 16; this term used in 
the subsection regarding all contracts for municipalities on page 2 of the bill and its 
definition on the following page 3 inserts language that is sure to result in unintended legal 
consequences. In the process of defining such a business verbiage on page 3 lines 1 1 - 16 
which have been deprived of opportunity due to "social disadvantages". Frankly, this begs 
the question of social deprivation and at what standard is that determination based? 

- Telephonic Quotes: page 2 lines 7 - 30; This separate carve out which develops an alternate 
administrative procedure for these contracts runs contrary to the normally established 
telephonic procedure in Section 1402 (a. 1) of the code. This will lend to confusion on the 
administrative role of record keeping as well as procedure regarding quotes. 

This is just a brief glance at some of the subjects and language of the bill that PSAB members would find 
difficulty supporting. As noted earlier, throughout our combined I5 years of focus on the procurement and 
contracting procedures currently used and/or sought by our commonwealth's borough administrators the topics 
HB2089 addresses seem peripheral at best. The bill demonstrates an interest in assisting a limited sector of 
businesses, but at the same time places a mandate on taxpayers and their communities. 

In closing, recent changes to procurement and contracting in The Borough Code have been sufficiently 
addressed with a variety of stakeholders and have resulted in Act 43/20 12. Boroughs will have enough to 
incorporate into their governance practices in the near future without the addition of H82089. Thank you for the 
opportunity to share with you today and I will be glad to address any questions the committee may have. 


